Travel depends on
proven identities.
SureID can help.
Fingerprint and facial identity biometrics
play an ever-increasing role in expediting
airport security lines, customs review, and
even in-flight purchases. SureID’s convenient
nationwide biometric enrollment network
empowers your organization to embrace
these innovations faster.
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SureID’s military-grade security is
perfectly positioned to support:
•
•
•
•
•

Airlines
Transportation authorities
Visa issuing approved bodies
E-Passport and Secure Identity Passes
Border entry and diplomatic access
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Deep Experience You Can Trust
Over half a billion travelers have passed
through gates secured with SureID
technology.
SureID Registration Stations are available in
all 50 states and Washington DC, allowing
travelers to enroll in identity verification
programs that make reaching their next
destination faster, easier, and more
convenient.

844.787.3431
sales@sureid.com

Travel is swiftly moving toward
biometric-enabled processing
77% of airports and 71% of airlines are
planning major programs or R&D in
biometric ID management over the next five
years.
Nearly 3 million travelers use biometric
clearances today.
57% of passengers say they’d prefer
biometrics to passports and boarding
passes.

The SureID Advantage
®

Porttito

As Easy to Use as Your Smart Phone.
SureID’s biometric data collection system is simple, modern,
and intuitive. The touch-screen interface works exactly how
you’d expect, while our tamper-proof hardware platform keeps
your sensitive data safe and secure. It’s the simplest, most
reliable solution available.

Close to Home
Over 80% of the US population is less than
30 minutes from a convenient SureID
Registration Station.
In collaboration with The UPS Store®, we
oﬀer a single-sourced network of nearly
1,000 biometric registration locations in all 50
states and Washington DC.
Find us at sureid.com/locations.

Better Tech = Better Experience

SureID Delivers Solutions

• Cutting-edge patented technology

Biometrics for Business

• Touchscreen interface

Financial Services

• Mobile-optimized registration
• Real-time fingerprint capture feedback
• Military-grade security and data encryption
• Mobile apps for Android/iOS
• Industry-leading customer support

844.787.3431
sales@sureid.com

Government & Defense
Direct for Individuals
Visas & Travel
Identity & Access Management

